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This note, together with J. Sekiguchi [13], is intended to be an introduction to Professor Kashiwara's lectures at RIMS in 1981. At that time,
he lectured on three topics as follows:
(i) Gabber's theorem on the involutiveness of the characteristic variety
of a coherent !})x-Module.
(ii) Some fundamental results on regular holonomic systems (holonomic
systems with regular singularities).
(iii) An application of regular holonomic systems to the representation
theory ofa semisimple Lie algebra.

Based on his lectures, we will make here a survey of (i) and (ii) above. As
to (iii), the reader is referred to J. Sekiguchi [13].
Throughout this note, X stands for a complex manifold. We denote
by T* X the cotangent bundle of X with canonical projection7r:: T* X -+ X.
If Y is a submanifold of X, the conormal bundle of Y in X will be denoted
by Tt;X. We also use the notations t*X=T*X\TiXand n-=7r:lf*x. As
usual, we denote by !}) x the Ring over X of linear differential operators of
finite order and by r! x the Ring over T* X of microdifferential operators
of finite order, respectively. In Section 2 and Section 3, we will freely use
the terminology of derived categories. For a Ring d on X, we denote by
D(d) the derived category of the category of (left) d-Modules.

§ 1. Regular holonomic systems
Let Q be an open subset of t* X = T* X\TiX and Va conic involutive
.closed analytic subset of Q. Then we define ,Iv to be the sub-Module of
r! x(1) 10 consisting of all microdifferential operators P whose symbols (l1(P)
vanish on V. We denote by d v= U k;.1 ,It the sub-Algebra of r! xlo generated by ,Iv. Note that ,Iv is a bilaterally coherent r! x(O) lo-Module.
Proposition 1.1.
tions are equivalent:

For a coherent r! x 10- Module M, the following condi-
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